
The Super-Flower 

Nasturtiums 

 

 
 

I find the strangest things in the garden to be beautiful.  The blue-green hue of a pea plant 

for instance.  Or the unbalanced progression of an okra stalk at it continues skyward.  I 

had never found colorful flowers to be all that remarkable.  It must my practical side 

getting the better of my aesthetic side.  However, I found the true beauty of practicality in 

the garden when I discovered the Nasturtium, a plant that I like to call “The Super-

Flower”.  The benefits are three-fold.  Nasturtiums provide food, provide pest control and 

serve to make the garden and/or yard more attractive. 

 

General Information 

 

Nasturtiums are annual (in most temperate zones) flowers, grown from seed.  In Latin, its 

name literally means “Nose-Twister”.  Nasturtiums come in several different 

configurations.  They may be trailing, bush or vine type and the flowers can be different 

shades but most fall somewhere within the red-yellow spectrum.  The bright green and 

light veined, rounded leaves are just as attractive as the flowers.   

 

Propagation and Care 

 

Nasturtiums are grown from seeds planted ½ to 1 inch deep and quite easily take hold 

when planted directly into the ground once frost threats are gone.  They sprout in no time.  

They will survive minor droughts but thrive with additional regular water.  They prefer as 

full sun as possible but I’ve found that they will survive in partial shade.  This carefree 

plant also needs no fertilizer or humus rich soil.  Carefree and neglect-proof are the best 

terms to describe the humble Nasturtium. 

 

Food 

 

Three parts of the Nasturtium are not only edible but delicious.  The leaves are crisp and 

peppery and can be used for salads or most other things that lettuce could be used for; 

just with more spice.  The leaves—like most green leaf vegetables—should be harvested 

as young as possible for optimal taste and texture.   
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